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IN SEARCH OF EXPRESSION OF FAITH

Two complementary ways in the central Europe – art and mysticism

Summary

The one of the most important trends of medieval culture was the tension between faith and its expression. This text explains how two parts of the medieval culture – art and mysticism was becoming the manifestation of faith. The picturing legend of saint Hedwig contains the miniature which represents God the Father entrusting Gabriel the mission, God the Father holding Jesus Child and archangel Gabriel announcing to Mary. The descending line, in which these pictures are disposed corresponds with the descending structure of the first sermon from the cycle *In laudibusvirginis Mariae* of Saint Bernard of Clairvaux. Bothe express the mystery of Incarnation. The retable from Świeżawa represents the Trinity as the *Throne of Grace (Sedesgratiae)*. In facts it represents God the Father displaying the crucified Christ. Two texts of mysticism converge on the content of this picture. Johannes Marienwerder (Jan of Kwidzyń) describes three ways of God’s cognition: way of reasoning, way of devotion and way of glorification. The prayer of Wladislau, king of Bohemy and Hungary has also the Trinitarian structure – the praying person mentions the Father as Creator, the Son as savior and The Holy Spirit acting in Baptism. The nailed lamb from the retable quarter of Torun, named *Quinitas* is the integrating symbol, who connects the persons of picture. He symbolizes the crucified Christ and the Christ present in the Eucharist. The lamb from the mystical vision of Mechtild of Magdeburg holds the similar meaning. *The press of wine* – the wall painting in the Franciscan cloister in Cracow represents the situation, in which the blood of Christ flows from the basin of press to the mass chalice. It correspond with the theological explanation of eucharistic transformation in the work of Johannes Isner “*Expositiomissae*”. Gertrude of Helfta recognizes the consecrated wine as a manifestation of love of Christ to his bride – Churche. The retable of Brzeg – *Vir Dolorum* represents the suffering Christ. Mechtild of Magdeburg displays the similar vision of the suffering Savior in her writings.